Release Notes

A big thanks to the beta testers who spent their time helping me make the mod better!!! If I miss anyone, my apologies, send me a PM, and I will include your name!

Lead Tester - Sirchet

MadChem
Wyrin
Balgin Stondraeg 
Hottoddie
Lorft 
Morte
AlanC9 
Lao Zhe 
Baron Zorathus
Peter Tool
Shinzu
jClef
DragonAzuri
Daronas
dirtywick
SandyJ

And the scripters over on the scripting forum, for their patience (there's more of you who deserve credit - I was a total newbie when I started!!!)

Loudent2
Jasperre
johnbgardner
falloutboy
grinning_fool

Mods and stuff used ingame -
-Aleanne's clothing fempack - Great kit!
-Cleatinous placeables and npc packs - also great stuff!
-Lan's placeable groups - my first download from the vault
- bits and pieces of other stuff that i tried out, liked, but didn't end-up using (and probably didnt remove fully either!)- frw scripting, bleeding system, elven weaponry, and a few others!


1 - Release Nestle m5a1a - may 6

- had journal error-campaign directory didnt upload properly - unplayable journal - totally hosed - may5

2 - Release Nestle m6a1b5 - may6
Critical Fixes
should be able to play in regular module mode - no campaign mode required. journal tested and working - may6

3 - Release Nestlehaven m7a1 - may7
	fixes: 
Critical Fixes
-broken link in conversation with old man withers - one possible dialogue loop breaks the convo, and thus the game-FIXED
-fixed problem where doing quests in certain order would not result in a mainquest value of 4, so sage door wouldnt open - FIXED <untested>
- fixed problem where merris door wont open if you dont JUMP out - FIXED <untested>
- added 'portal' to the Magic Emporium-if you walk out the door and get 'lost' just use the portal, even if your character is invisible - and you will reappear just fine in nestlehaven - FIXED

Polish Fixes
- Fireplace in first room before going to town is usable with no result, examine says nothing special about this item. - NOT SUPPOSED TO WORK
- 3 commoner npc females had male hello voices - FIXED
- Bellios convo doesnt fire - FIXED
- hillers is 1)hillers in his description - FIXED
- add gender checks for blade line and for master/mistress in begining - FIXED for Podell
- fix eyebrows on all offcolor people - approx 7 or 8. Darken to match haircolor - FIXED in area Nestlehaven.
- changed some sounds in town, so they only loop every 20000ms instead of every 5000 - FIXED
- Reduced object count in Merc n Mead - some glare through wall effects were occurring / also removed magical sword from one of the mercs that had 'trails' - FIXED (can no longer reproduce)

Anyone else have this one?
-in town the road in the south center part of town, near Morgan's Weapons and The Magic Emporium seems to be floating from knee high to overhead. Very difficult to navigate that end of town. - CANT REPRODUCE
- added portal in magic shop, teleports you backoutside. will probably make it take you other places later.

4 - Release Nestlehaven m9b5

Critical Fixes
1 - Bug in GOOD aligned Guard quest in Bitch's Brew Tavern - trigger didnt set quest variable properly - FIXED
2 - rebuilt and moved magic emporium - FIXED
3 - removed option to continue exploring in merris basement after finding journal - cutscene occassionally didnt fire when player left manually and too many people didnt know what to do next - FIXED
4 - player deathscript - player doesnt respawn when he dies but companions live (companions respawn fine) -- Copied K-Mod_player death script to m od directory - CANT REPLICATE
5 - some players still didnt get withers key - added a second key in there for verification, given at different level - FIXED
6- changed script trigger in Merris Basement - if player was possessing his familiar when clicking on the journal, the trigger would not fire - FIXED (untested)



Polish Fixes
1 - removed the 'actionwait' from sinulair in topfloor of merris encounter - if she was picking the locks the post-death convo wouldnt always fire. Consider moving convo to ip_speaker - FIXED (untested)
2 - Debug ogre now will open main gates - FIXED
3 - Named Hephius' familiar - FIXED
4 - Made Jonas level 10 - FIXED
5 - added in Good aligned convo for Old Man Withers assassination mission - FIXED
6 - added party transition to handle familiars jumping out of Merris basement-FIXED(untested)
7 - changed hephius to NEUTRAL from GOOD - FIXED
8 - changed Sinulair to Chaotic Neutral from chaotic evil - FIXED
9 - Fixed some of Mumphreys dialogue that went by too quickly - FIXED (need confirm from people - do the lips move on his first few lines?)
10 - sinulair's eyebrows darkened - FIXED
11 - Removeallgold from player on start - FIXED
12 - Bellio has a female voice - 
13 - changed convo in merris bedroom to use IP speaker - if sinulair did chests during convo, it ended too soon -FIXED (untested)
14 - added cutscene bars to Naeferti's convo - FIXED
15 - turned the merris party interjections into nw1 style-FIXED
16 - renamed chest in Merris bedroom from 'walldeco 1' to 'chest bench'  and removed alignment change--FIXED
17 - added alignment change option to debug ogre-FIXED
18 - changed companion convos for Jessica and Mansoon - doing quests in certain order meant their party check variables were not working and they couldnt join-FIXED(am using gc_party_num instead of my custom script - hopefully it doesnt count familiars as party members)
19 - if you bashed the right - side cell door in merris basement, or interrupted the prisoner convo with an action, the prisoner wouldnt warp out and you couldnt talk to him again - FIXED
20 - fixed variable error in chatter script in merris basement after killing the orthons and hellhound - FIXED (untested)
21 - changed a few more sound looping objects, so delay between loops is 25000 instead of 5000 - FIXED
22 - added dialogue choices to Gorosh Bellerose Wife's killwife quest for very good aligned players - FIXED
23 - hephius familiar name added - FIXED


5 - Release NestleHaven m13a7

Critical Fixes
1 - added dialogue check for Constable Hillers - if player flatly refuses Killwife quest and never enters house, dialogue choice with Hillers still appears - FIXED
2 - added in a SetPlotFlag -false for all party members in Red Temple. They were somehow getting set to Plot true - Fixed (but no idea why it was happening)
3 - Fixed corrupted conversation with dead links in Vask_intro convo - several conversations seem to be corrupted, am checking them all as i test- FIXED - problem with corruption seems to be linked with having convos open when i export them or re-ordering/adding new dialogue nodes and complex links/sublinks
4 - changed ortufon's warpoout condition to heal him 15 points instead of 5 - if player got critical hit on last blow to ortufon his script for warpout would run 2x
5 - for the 3rd time, the kryptgarden got corrupted and the 7th bandit was not on the map (despite being there in the toolset - this caused the slaver and guard quests to be uncompletable - FIXED

Polish Fixes
1 - cleaned up some typos in hephius convo - FIXED
2 - made bellio's sign useable - FIXED
3 - fixed typo in bellios guards name - FIXED
4 - fixed multiple static door issue across from HQ - FIXED
5 - added a few new dialogue choices for Bellio - FIXED
6 - toned down lighting in merris basement - too much flickering for lower end video cards-FIXED
7 - changed lighting in Merc N Mead to reduce 'glare' effects - Cannot duplicate
8 - added conversation option for player to refuse the proposal of the stranger after talking to Withers - FIXED
9 - removed 2 hanging trees in KryptGarden forest - FIXED
10 - added new convo choices for Slave Leader - FIXED
11 - added more backstory to hephius and jonas - FIXED
12 - added a setassociatefreeze state to my companions in merris bedroom, preventing early attack - FIXED
13 - changed bitchaggressor arena fight to execute on last line of dialogue - FIXED
14 - changed some stores so they open without dialogue box remaining open-FIXED (intested)
15 - Made change to hellhound in Merris basement - slightly easier - FIXED
16 - added a few unique new devils to Merris Basement - FIXED
17 - toned down a few fights that were too tough for level 9/10 players - FIXED
18 - added a few extra potions and trap kits to chests in private homes - FIXED
19 - changed barkstring guard convos in various places to use $MODULE as target - bark cycle in toolset assigns to convo owner, which is no good if convo owner dies - FIXED
20 - added more inter-party chats in sage tower-FIXED
21 - added more quest-talk chats in Nestlehaven - Fixed
22 - Updated dialogue of thief in corner near Sage Tower - Fixed
23 - put notes on the bodies of the messenger and Ednarius - FIXED
24 - put cutscene bars on messenger mugger convo after withers runs off to home - FIXED
25 - moved messenger a few feet away to delay convo trigger - FIXED (untested)
26 - added new convo choices for some small subquests - FIXED
27 - player now gets XP for exposing Gorosh Bellerose - FIXED
28 - added convo option to not follow messenger down the back alley - FIXED (player was never forced to follow him anyway, but he can now refuse in convo too).
29 - drastically changed the options available for the Vixen mini-quest - FIXED
30 fixed problem where Jonas wouldnt rejoin if dismissed - FIXED
31 - fixed party count error where sums were adding incorrectly on certain conditions - FIXED
32 - redrew trigger in bitchs brew for Guard_Quest - didnt trigger properly -FIXED (untested) - quest was still playable by talking to Valleroy, but should have been automatic
33 - after player joined Jessica, she would jump back to outside templetyr after leaving merc n mead-FIXED
34 - fixed conditionals on some of Nerflin convo choices - so player can still confront him for duplicity even if he waits long after the merris quest to talk with him again - FIXED
35 - added option for player to spread rumours about Gorosh - FIXED
36 - you can now spread rumours around town about Gorosh Bellerose killing his wife if you tell her you are framing him for it- FIXED
37 - changed the ga_script hidden scripts for some of the foes in sage tower to fire from my scripts instead of convos - FIXED
38 - added new dialogue choices for killwife - FIXED
39 - added new dialogue choices for Nerflin - FIXED
40 - fixed convo choice in benelax - if player had NOT been to bitchs brew and then went to benelax but HAD been to withers post -merris, convo ended after player asked about Mekarius - FIXED
41 - missing 2da file error at end? could it be the dispater laughing sound? copied the sounds to the mod directory in case - FIXED
42 - moved several sounds to different spots - possible source of 'strange objects' that some players saw - FIXED
43 - added in bugbear war scout party in kryptgarden - FIXED
44 - added a few new items in homebase - FIXED
45 - changed spelling of lieutenant - FIXED
46 - tried to identify 'strange' object reported by some players - cannot duplicate


Release M17a2

Critical Fixes -
1 - Valleroy didnt recognize you finished Kryptgarden (but Mumphreys did) - FIXED
2 - fixed invincible problem in the temples - FIXED (untested)
3 - changed about 7 or 8 triggers to use the GetIsOwnedCompanion, which was having troubles with NPC's triggering speaktriggers and causing them to
decrement - FIXED (untested about 1/2)
4 - changed the execution of mumphreys script/convo after leaving merris - one player said the death convo never started (FIXED, testing tonight)

Polish Fixes
1 - Changed 2 variables with Slave Boss, so the vask horgath or arrest you now convo options become available - FIXED
2 - added a dialogue option if player is good and took the guard quest to tweak vask about his lost slaver ops - FIXED
3 - added a few conditional checks so player will always be able to confront nerflin with his duplicity - FIXED
4 - shortened delays on Ortufons first conversation to -1 - FIXED
5 - changed appearance of Sarlin Daggerblade - was appearing as a 'small greave' instead of a full man - FIXED (but cannot replicated)
6 - added large dialogue for Virania after church mugger scene- Fixed
7 - changed appearance of gate guard near old market - some users saw him rendered as a small greave-Fixed (cannot replicate)
8 - locked blule temple door - FIXED
9 - added dialogue choices to nerflin and mumphreys to ask about the initials IB on the notes - FIXED
10 - added a few chaotic character choice dialogues with Seymour - FIXED
11 - fixed BARK problem with several group barkstrings that didnt assign to $MODULE properly -  FIXED
12 - added a couple of chaotic options for Withers dialogue - FIXED
13 - removed a stray dragon hide in Kryptgarden-FIXED
14 - fixed typo in guthrod's convo - FIXED
15 - locked prisoner door in merris base - FIXED (untested)
16 - fixed a setmodule variable error that was preventing over 20 different barks and citizen convo responses from firing - FIXED
17 - added in 3 npc descriptions to nerflin for my beta testers - FIXED (2 done so far)
18 - changed constable convo so you alignshift to law if you report Gorosh - FIXED



Release m20a8 - final beta

Critical Fixes -
1 - By request - All pc loot now transferred to BAG, instead of just destroyed - FIXED
2 - Vixens - they start as hostile - shold have been neutral so side deals can be cut - FIXED
3 - reset plot reset on st line of glade convo instead of in deathscripts  - FIXED
4 - Reset Ortufon to Immortal - if you killed him in his tower, then endgame fight wouldnt be set properly - FIXED


Polish Fixes-
1 - renamed sign outside sage tower - FIXED
2 - fixed another 3 eyebrows from white - Fixed'
3 - edited jessica's jump script so she doesnt always jump to outside benelax when player returns to nestlehaven - FIXED
4 - changed a few ActionForceMoveToLocations to ActionForceMoveToObjects - apparently more reliability - FIXED
5 - added 2 more private homes - FIXED
6 - cleaned up Virania scripts and convos - FIXED
7 - added option for more dialogue with Hillers if player kills wife later on -FIXED
8 - added more options for dialogue with Hillers after player talks with Withers - FIXED
9- fixed so jessica only jumps to church 1x - FIXED (untested)
10 - miria is now a commoner - FIXED
11 - if player acid flasks or otherwise kills Miria before talking with her, her deathscript ensures the journal gets updated - FIXED
12 - a few pleasure devils in Merris basement - FIXED
13 - more white eyebrows - FIXED
14 - greatly increased dialogue choices for Jillian and Guthrod - FIXED
15 - option to dump out of convos with npc companions before hearing their tale - FIXED
16 - many more crafting molds and items available, at each shop, based on type (e.g armor molds at armorsmith) - FIXED
17 - added screaming crowd sounds to arena fight - FIXED (unteste)
18 - added condition to killwife - if player never accepts assignment (doesnt even threaten to tell hillers - just flat out tells gorosh he is too busy),  then breaks in, and accepts a counteroffer from wife, Gorosh now recognizes you have been inside - FIXED
19 - added many dialogue choices that allows you to ask what each of your companions thinks of one another - FIXED
20 - added flag to check for immortal setting in kryptgarden and unset if necessary - FIXED
21 - cleaned up a debug message in nefrlins dialogue post-merris - FIXED
22 - fixed problem where, after wrecking Vasks slaver operations, you can still tell him you 'plan' on wrecking them.- FIXED
23 - fixed TempleHeal script so Benelax also heals full party - FIXED (untested)
24 - darkened eyebrows of 3 bellerose royals - FIXED
25 - added a 'resurrection' effect to the userdef script in red temple - if player was dead after battle, post convo wouldnt fire - FIXED (untested)
26 - added a few dialogue changes to Seymour Boroldi- FIXED
27 - fixed a few bugs in Vixen dialoges - FIXED
28 - reversed 2 chests in merris basement, and closed 1 that started open - FIXED


Release M20a9
1 - CRITICAL - Nerflins convo has become corrupted - all links in dialogue are broken and lead to game crash - FIXED


Release # m22a4
Critical Fixes
1 - Some players reported being stuck when entering Hell - FIXED


Polish Fixes

2 - you can now tell Gorosh you will frame him even if you didnt mention it to his wife - FIXED
3 - in hell, in final fight - if you dont bail out quickly after 1st boss fight, some EXTREMELY tough (impossible really, for any party in this mod) competion warps in - FIXED
4 - sage tower random boss chats were not set properly to use $MODULE, and repeated the same line 3 times - FIXED


Release v1.0 may 26

Critical Fixes
1- If you went to Withers before Mumphreys after Sage Tower, Mumphreys wouldnt acknowledge you finished - FIXED
2 - if you HAD met Benelax before talking to Withers after returning from Merris, your journal for the assassin quest would not update on a certain conversational branch- FIXED
3 - added in a quest item to the Bandits Camp in the Kryptgarden, to advance the quest in case it doest after you kill them all - FIXED (untested)
4 - if Jonas wasnt in party when player received VASK quest, it dumped out prematurely - FIXED
5 - if Jonas,Jessica, or Sinulair wasnt in party because of dismissal when doing Arena combat, he was added back in afterwards - FIXED
6 - removed some sounds in bitchbrew arena, that occassionally caused system crashes - FIXED

Polish Fixes
1 - several dialogue fixes to punctuation - FIXED
2 - added back in Rickets and the jimmies gang on the city perimeter - FIXED
3 - added back in Sobul's convo - FIXED
4- Made Gates invulnerable - FIXED
5 - added new content to several areas - FIXED
6 - added citizens outside some of the robbable homes (2 of the 7) - FIXED
7 - added child who runs off behind buildings - FIXED
8 - fixed a broken branch of slavers conversation that lets the player really try and convince them that they work for Vask - FIXED
9 - added stone golem guardian behind sage tower - FIXED
10 - added chat to sage door if it cant yet be opened - FIXED
11 - added some convo choices for ole Rickets behind Red Temple - FIXED
12 - added convo choices for jimmies and Rinaldo - FIXED
13 - removed one of the 'cheer' sounds in bithc brew arena that was causing some computers to crash - FIXED
14 - removed a note in Vask's dialogue that said 'cut to impressive bitch' - FIXED
15 - added dialogue so player could ask Benelax about Withers - FIXED
16 - cleaned up some possible actionforcemove to commands that could be interrupted - FIXED
17 - added addtl dialogues to Nerflin - FIXED
18 - set eventhandlers on some npc's so they cannot be interrupted during scripted actions - FIXED
19 - changed jump point of Horgath - sometimes vask_quest post-quest convo ended prematurely - FIXED
20 - made bench in benelax church unuesable - fixed
21 - removed all debug ogres except the one in the constable - FIXED
22 - added debug ogre into the sage tower -FIXED
23 - massive reconstruction of sage tower to avoid bleed through of portal effects - FIXED
24 - added polish tweaks and adjustments in some npc descriptions - FIXED
25 - you can no longer intimidate bitchaggressor or ask about ednarius before returing from merris - FIXED


Release V1.01 

Critical Fixes
1 - Further reduced ambient sounds in bitchs brew - 1 user reported crash on certain dialogue tree (unreproduceable)
2 - reduced fade delay to minimum in Bitchs Brew - FIxed

Polish Fixes
1 - added some additional dialogue options in various quest-inter party chats. - FIXED
2 - toughened some bandits in kryptgarden. Changed descriptions of various villains. -FIXED
3 - toughened encounters in sage tower entry and sage_tower main - FIXED
4 - cleaned up private homes 9-14, tightened a bit. - FIXED
5 - changed the 4 scripthidden npc's in sage tower to appear via spawn instead of getting unhidden - some users reported being attacked while the npcs were hidden! - FIXED
6 - re-added the Monk's encounter in the upstairs room of house phome2. - FIXED (untested)
7 - added additional gender checks in several places - FIXED
8 - added several new 'neutral' dialogue options  FIXED
9 - changed Bellio voice chat - Fixed
10 - made Vask unkillable - Fixed
11 - fixed a few white eyebrows in merris house - FIXED
12 - removed some droppable items to reduce amount of loot - FIXED
13 - You can now bully and blackmail Guthrod the Merchant in Old Market for protection payments - FIXED
14 - mugger proposal aft4er withers - broken link - FIXED
15 - changed post ortufon so companions foloow - FIXED
16 - adjusted nerflin gold - FIXED
17- changed skintone and lighting for dispater - FIXED
18 - general dialogue spelling fixes - FIXED
19 - re-added boroldi family meeting encounters - FIXED
20 - re-added dangerous cell holding blocks - FIXED
21 - added new quest talks - FIXED
22 - new npc encounters in Merc n Mead - FIXED
23 - new npc's in sage areas - FIXED
24 - reduced amount of loot you can get - FIXED
25 - changed alignments of Jonas and Hephius - both neutral, Hephius Chaotic, Jonas true neutral - FIXED
26 - changed problem with jimmies trigger firing 2x - FIXED
27 - fixed double firing of Jessicas trigger near benelax- FIXED
28 - changed some dialogues to address bitch/bastard - FIXED
29 - toughened up Bellerose Nobles - FIXED
30 - added 'compassion' variable to some enemy priests, so they cast more buffs on their buddies - FIXED
31 - changed a few dialogue optioons in Hell so the bad boys will always show up - FIXED


R1.02

Critical Fixes
1 - if player LOST to the bitchaggressor in the arena, companions were not re-added properly - FIXED
2 - added dialogue option to skip fight in Bitchs Brew - FIXED
3 - added debug ogre option to kill bitchaggressor in Bitchs Brew - FIXED
4 - added in failsafe for problem of Mumphreys disappearing - FIXED(I think - cannot always replicate the problem - maybe 1 out of 20 times only)

Polish Fixes
1 - one of the Old Market storekeepers would not buy items from player - FIXED
2 - cut down on available store gold - FIXED
3 - created new black marketeer, Dicorian, with some more exotic items - FIXED
4 - some minor tweaks to enemies - FIXED


R1.03

Critical Fixes


Polish Fixes
1 - reduced amount of droppable loot - FIXED
2 - changed a few citizens to avoid bumping Mumphreys too much - FIXED
3 - added more items to black marketeer - FIXED
4 - a few cleanup items - FIXED



Release v1.1 - june 11 2007 - possible final release

Critical


Polish
1 - Guthrod - you can now actually come back and demand payment - FIXED (untested)
2 - a few new items in the stores - FIXED
3 - re-added the SetAssociateStand command during Ortufon's battle - FIXED
4 - removed some droppable items from kryptgarden foes - FIXED
5 - removed some droppable items from Nestlehaven Assassins - FIXED
6 - re-added party freeze during ortufon cutscene - FIXED

Additional new additions/changes for 1.1:


Kryptgarden stuff
- remove some loot from kryptgarden bandits and extra fights - FIXED
- the flinds all drop weapons and armor - FIXED
 chat in kryptgarden - if player does not choose 'i agree be ready for anything' dialogue, hephius still says 'Be Ready for anything? that coversa a  lot of ground- FIXED
- slavers have WAY too much droppable loot - FIXED
- 1st group of kryptgarden bandits - they all drop leather armors - remove them and other droppables" - FIXED
- krypt slavers - you can cut yourself off from the main dialogues about horgath too easily - check them - FIXED
- krypt slaves - one of them - the old elf woman - doesnt run off very well - check the script - and a convo interrups her junp - maybe put a 'thank  you stranger' on her - FIXED
- mayhbe do a failsafe script to guarantee that the slaves destroy themselves - FIXED
- maybe add some txt to the slavers note in the chest, to read The Note reads: and add a sginature of Rijaldio or whatever the bandit chief's name 
was - FIXED

Nestlehaven stuff

- add katana +2 and +1 to morgan - FIXED
- dicorian's door is called 'e' - FIXED

Sage Tower Main stuff

- take the tower shield out of ortufons chest - FIXED
- warning signpost - only reveals its text when you examine - change it to work like the signposts in nestlhaven - FIXED

Sage Tower Entry stuff
- planetar trigger in sage tower - it triggers every time player steps on it - set it to 1x only via a DestroyObject (Self) and TEST!!! - FIXED
- still too much loot in sage tower - each encounter should maybe have 1 loot item - FIXED
- remove the spawn effects for the planetar in her convo - they dont work anyway - FIXED


Misc stuff
- convos with mumphres in guard hq between missions - not enough choices for player - FIXED
 - dj merc talk - when you say 'i have some questions' the only question you can ask is 'want to join my party' - FIXED
- maybe more choices for player in benelax convo - FIXED 
- jonas convo - after all your talking it dumps out - give option to loop back and ask about more stuff - FIXED
- virania convo - 'that's a good one - certainly convenient' has no period after it - FIXED
same thing with line 'you try my patience....- FIXED
- if you have sinulair rejoin your party, she tells you about the key again - put a once only on it - FIXED
- 1st line of bitch aggressor - he is doing a 'shout' - FIXED
- jessicas comments about sinulair 'she looks at you as sort of a bi g brother type ' check for brother/sister usage - also, it drops out after that -  the pc has no reply - put an end dialogue in - FIXED
- lower vixen's diplomacy check to 31 - FIXED


Red Temple Stuff
- delay on dj_red temple - some nodes fire too quickly - check delays on 'who are you' and on 'i want a tooth you took from an ogre named frolg' - FIXED
- remove 'chuckle' on kerin's dialogue in red temple where he says 'the tooth will stay' - FIXED


Merris stuff
- remove some loot from merris sarcophagaus - FIXED
- change merris last fight in basement so confusion isnt cast - FIXED
- change prison in merris basement so only left side door opens- FIXED
- change merris prisoner convo so that even if you threaten to kill him you see his friends swing- FIXED
- change sinulairs merris chat from 'i recognize these men' to those bodies! i recognize their faces!- FIXED
- basement door needs to be set to plot- FIXED


PrivateHomes 9-14
- dicorians guards have his convo set - - FIXED


PrivateHomes 1-5
- vixens drop too much loot- FIXED

V1.11
Critical Fixes
1 - reworked mumphreys spawn post merris- FIXED

Polish fixes
1 - several spelling fixes- FIXED
2 - rename a few generic triggers- FIXED




V1.12 - June 20
Critical Fixes


Polish Fixes

- add one time only for homebase script- FIXED
- rename area trigger outside of city gates- FIXED
- bark strings - esp one that says 'I would love to kill a bellerose' - need many more choices on the random ones- FIXED
- make the arrival in nestlehaven for the first time be in the morning - probably put on homebase exit script to set time to 7am- FIXED
- door across from angrywoman - its not static and can be opened- FIXED
- 2 new mercs in merc n mead- FIXED
- door in merc n mead where new merc is - its LOCKED!!! and requires a key- FIXED
- typo on mansoons convo - 'reconside' - change to reconsider- FIXED
- lip flappers for player on jonas convo 'i dont care what your name is' and hephius convo - remove them - FIXED
- hephius convo -'Titles and gold are *intersting* - should be interesting- FIXED
- hephius convo - 'I guess thats why he calls this place the merc n mead' - no apostrophe on 'n'- FIXED
- mercenary talk - response 'wait you were the dog faced boy ' change to you were cleaning out the dung from the dog-faced boy's stall! AND add another, non-antagonistic response- FIXED
- mercenary talk - jonas -'he is a whinging dog' -what if you talk to the woman? change to -'this one is a whining dog' - it also cuts out too quick. make sure there is an end-dialog node after it.- FIXED
- change borts greet string - its too nice. change it to same as nerflins- FIXED
- sinulair lip flappers - "shall i join you" - set delay to -1- FIXED
- sinulair convo 'that home next to merris should be an easy target' check the delay - it jumps to the next node- FIXED
- merris middle floor room - with firetrap - has NO placeables. looks bare- FIXED
- test mugger_proposal run off- FIXED
 - test virania jump- FIXED
 - test mercenary_talk - I now have a conditional random post merris/post bene/post bitch- FIXED
 - put new 'bitch i want you' type convo on the 2 hotties in the bitchs brew- FIXED
 - test bitchbrew and vask convos - using new vask camera - STILL BUSTED. Hard to figure out why - close zooms and his face vanishes.
 - toughen up final boss fight- FIXED - adjusted hp up by approx 15 each.
 - put lip flappers on last vask lines 'powers vying in nestlehaven..'- NOT DONE
 - sexy bitch in bitchs brew - has a commoner voice set.- FIXED
 other one in bitch brew - doesnt say my new 'talk to you later' convo- FIXED
 - new merc gal in merc n mead - after 'would you like to join my party?' convo dumps out- FIXED
 - merc talk - need another option for after returning from merris for the mercs to talk about?- FIXED
 - kryptgarden - is there water near the entryway? strange white shadow there newar the first bandits- FIXED - cannot replicate
 - change kryptgarden script to arrive 1 hour later- FIXED
 - one of the slaves still didnt leave - maybe use the forceexit command?- FIXED (untested - it only happens infrequently, so validation isnt done yet)
 - on return from kryptgarden - set time for 5:00 - so its night when they go to sage tower- FIXED
 - on attacking vask - his guards should attack. but they dont. use a dicorian type script so they do, and make vask level 20, with a concentrati9on of 30 - - FIXED (untested)
 - private home near jimmies - has 4 speakers at once. reduce to 2. Shyould be 1 pleasure devil talking, and 1 harvest devil supervisor- FIXED
 - sage tower main - one of the thayans drops his thayan knight blackmail - it has the ? on it - make it undroppable. - FIXED
 - sage tower main - move the guys in the room at the end of the hallway AFTER the abishai chest trap further back, or put a door there. they rush me in the hallway- FIXED
 - the brutalizers and red wizards who i spawn in - all their items are droppable - change!!!- FIXED
 - not all skeletal mages have been renamed to bone devil mages - in corner room- FIXED
 - put tails on hallway skeles- FIXED

- hephius convo -'Titles and gold are *intersting* - should be interesting- FIXED
- Hephius' familiar did NOT jump with me out of hell cutscene 2 - dont do anything - resummoning the familiar works fine

- mumphreys convo post merris - 'and nerflin at the merc n mead' put in the 'n- FIXED
- 2nd discussion with withers - final dialogue 'ok i will check in with...' should have another option - 'i still think you are manipulating me - but i will trust you for now' or something- FIXED
- still not seeing 3rd option for blackmailing gorosh- FIXED
- benelax convo - before 'you are mad - i could care less about your theories' its too abrubt to 'there are many bad things in nestlehaven right now'- FIXED
- benelax convo - delay between handing book and benelax reading - needs to be increased- FIXED
- benelax convo - put in option to ask him about nerflin- FIXED
- benelax convo - put in option to ask him about the locked doors - NOT DONE
- benelax convo - put in optioon to ask about vask- FIXED
- vask quest convo - horgath - we are 'traders' - player 'traders' ? then it skips a blank line before choice 2 - 'thats no answer- FIXED
- virania convo - 'i can be found at the merc n mead' - put the 'n- FIXED
- virania exit script - make her run off and disappear after 3 seconds, maybe even 2. - also, since player encounters her in the merc n mead, why does she run off at all? maybe change it to a walk off? maybe no walk off at all, she just stays put? - also, move her spawn point from her jump into another part of the inn - it looks silly when she suddenly appears- FIXED - multiple spawn points for her
- merc convos - put in a 2 conditional convos at the begining, relating to conditions that the player succeeded in the merris missions. put it on the spike haircut guy and one other. Make a copy of merc talk for Sarlin daggerblade with the conditions?- FIXED
- nerflin - 'sigh' pretense dropped. Put a sigh animation on him- FIXED
- 'very well, my inpatient' instead of 'impatient' friend - tempter- FIXED
- change borts greet string - its too nice. change it to same as nerflins- FIXED
- book on table in private home that has 'sic em lad!' - it is 'leadership of neverwinter - change to leadership of nestlehaven and put the book in a few more places - like merc n mead, and on bellios desk- FIXED
- door in merc n mead where new merc is - its LOCKED!!! and requires a key- FIXED
- remove magical boots from hephius starting package- FIXED
- make sure hephius is starting in LESSER battle robe- FIXED
- remove magic ring from jonas- FIXED
- change jonas deity to Waukeen- FIXED
- drunks - for 'the pain is killing me' change their animations to a talk injured animation- FIXED


Flind Shaman - get rid of the gauntlets- FIXED
Flinds - dont let their armor be droppable or their weapons- FIXED
Camp Bandit - description - 'this runt bandit' - he's not a runt.- FIXED
- bandits - still  too much gear in their encampment - got armor, weapons, etc etc - 5 items. reduce to 1 or 2- FIXED
**** Convo with slavers **** one of the end dialogues does NOT send them running - thinkg it was the 'i am not usually so benevolent'
- make the jail doors static- FIXED
- slavers have too much loot too. make some items in their inventory that are COMMON trash items and make THOSE droppable. less good stuff.- FIXED
- X2_SPELL_RANDOM - use this variable on warlocks, set to 1
- there is a chest in his place - its full of loot. lock it up tight, cant be bashed or picked- FIXED
- evil warlock in house where woman screams - he only seems to cast beshadowed blast- FIXED
- watch commander in merris basement - name shows as 'watch...comander'- FIXED
- merris portal convo - when merris runs off - beef up that convo- FIXED
- remove 1/2 the jewels from merris chest- FIXED
- remove the bracers of armor +2 from the chest down the corridor and remove the gloves of concentration - put a katana +2 in there- FIXED
- kill the dogs and keep their tongus and kill them we are paid well - remove one of the kill thems and change to something like The intruders are here! - merris basement- FIXED
- one of the sorcerers in merris basement is 'thug'- FIXED
 - 1st rug near altar - its too high. Players feet vanish in it.- FIXED
- change fade to arena to .75- FIXED
- one of the FEMALES says in the male voice - better watch out bloodfly - change the female convos in the bitchs brew- FIXED
- female PC talking to alexia - not a very long or many good choices - check it- FIXED
- man talking with long robed blue woman - 'i greet you' - is a female voice- FIXED
- door across from angrywoman - its not static and can be opened- FIXED
-remove all ednarius possessions except for the note- FIXED
- trigger outside of merris for questalk - put a condition on it - if player talks to benelax, it should NOT fire 
**** Mugger proposal *** - If I am standing in his way, he starts running, then stops!!! Consider putting in 2 waypoints - and doing a ga move to one, then the other - totally new method - using ga_cutscene move AND ga_move in same convo - if not work, change to action script
- descriptions of boroldi church muggers - are LAME - ' a big ugly man'
- too much loot in that battle - take the quarterstaff off the mugger_proposal guy and the bracers off the mage- FIXED
- reduce all buying prices another 5% across the board at all stores - they should only give 10% max- FIXED
- all marketeers need to be UNBUMPABALE- FIXED
- chjange the childs convo to something a child wold say- FIXED
- ***** If you talk with Jessica AFTER RETURNING FROM MERRIS but BEFORE BENELAX, her convo 'you have done rather well for yourself' kicks off!!!!!* - if it does, set a global variable, so the trigger outside of benelax never fires!!!!- FIXED
- man in pink - he DOES say 'I heard someone slaughtered merris and riaded his home' AND he also says his other barkstrings when you talk with him. Set that up for a few other conditions, and a few other walkers.- FIXED
- consider putting a description on the vault to the bellerose vault - 'Bellerose Family Vault - or better yet, a sign- FIXED
- remove magic boots from sinular starting- FIXED
- door across from armour - make static, instead of DC 99 - same for upstairs door and other door near merris house - i want my players to unlock locked doors, not get frustrated with DC99's- FIXED
- bump up old market merchants gold by about 1500 each- FIXED
- on enter script - add a conditional - if gettime() > 18 then settime to 5; if gettime is < 5 then settime to 6- FIXED
- reduce all buying prices another 5% across the board at all stores - they should only give 10% max - also reduce buy price by 15% everywhere- FIXED


V1.13

Polish Fixes
- made it so there is a check in homebase in case player reloads so they dont lose original items - FIXED
- fixed bugs introduced with patch 1.06 barkstrings - SOME FIXED

V113 reupload

Critical Fix -
Final Convo was broken. Final Cutscene wouldnt fire - FIXED


V1.14 - July1
Contains many polish fixes meant for 1.13



1 - Fairling is a GIANT.
2 - vask - when you attack, his guards dont - set them all to comomoner, at level 10, and 10 levels fighter
16 - in mumphreys from merris ednarius convo - player is NOT talking to ednarius - fix this
4 - convo dumps in merc_talk after "would you like to join my party" - No.Not interested. no partners. Maybe that old dog Jonas or that fool hippios will join
5 - convo after red node 'anything else you want to ask me' - nothing there
6 - after 'what can i do for you' convo dumps
7 - millius convo dumps on first 'i am looking for trusted companions'
8 - the woman who heard the screms -leads to the devil encounter that does NOT have the other harvester devil on the stairs
10 - change voices of my NPC's to non-campaign voices
****CUTSCENE HELL2 - PUT A DELAY 1 ON THe 'THERE WERE COMPLICATIONS MY LORD' and up the delay by 1 on WHY HAS THE PORTAL BEEN SHUT and up the delay by one on FIRST NODE

11 - *** Ednarius isnt the listener in the mumph after merris convo - looks BAD****

12 - add a conditional to each npc conversation that the player can talk with his npcs, for 
return from merris and 
return from kryptgarden and 
resolution of ednarius -




13 - remove many potions from chests. too many potions. make the player have to buy them

Nestlehaven
Mumphreys just stands there during Ednarius fight!!! Check his faction - shluild be defender - check mumphreys NEW as well
- mercenary dwarf walking around - has a pleasant 'hello then - oh' voice chat. Set it to rough dwarf
- mugger_proposal - chose 'very well lead the way' - he ran to the first waypoint, then 'jumped' back to the start of his run, and ran again to the first then 2nd waypoint
- park muggers - make adamantine plate NOT droppable
- make icy blade NOT droppable - where is this?
- make mugger propoal guy a bit slower, and move him back a touch
- make it NO pvp
- make muphreys a DEFENDER
- make Guards DEFENDER
- make gate guards IMMORTAL

- change barkstring 'i heard the mercenaries are drinking' to 'i heard some of the mercenaries are drinking';
- add a new barkstring for succsuflly disrupting slavers 'some slaves have returned! the mercenaries busted their ring'
- tempter convo - after it, my party member says their line, then it dumps. maybe add another line and response
- learn how the CLAPPING was done in neverwinter 2000 - maybe have guards clapping at some point
*journal* - quest descr for vixen quest - change description to 'you have agreed to retrieve valuables for Fairling the Halfling Runt' or something that doesnt make it so robbery specific

- set seymour boroldi non bumbale



Kryptgarden
- first convo with bandits - random camera angles SUCK. use Close Up User Defined on all nodes
- first group of bandits - remove ALL armor dropped
- bugbear shaman - he is pre-wounded
- nymphs and dire stuff - pre wounded
- guys guarding the gate - only says 'these dogs are strong' lets finish them now - nothing about guarding the barrier. He says the 'these dogs are strong' more than 1x. put a check on it
- stonefire axe - this is my 2nd one. where am i getting the first? dwarf in
- slavers convo - if i do the 'halt you are under arrest' line, there are only 2 fight lines after the slavers lines. maybe add a 3rd dialogue choice about coming peacefully
- post death slaver convo - jonas says 'those bastard slavers - lets free those slaves' then dumps. add more lines
'these buggers wont be telling any tales about us' line at end of perception script - fires multiple times. put a 2nd line in, with a delay, that will fire 2nd time like 'blood and bloody ashes!
- bandit camp - too much armor. remove it ALL
- remove everything from chest except 1 item and the note. maybe 500 gp.

Mass fireballs are very effective. Make slavers a bit tougher. Bump the levels of the spellcasters by 1 each, and their hp by 10.

withers house
- put a book in there
- put another book in the locked trapped bookcase - says something like 'the relics of the past' - you can ask withers about it when you find it, but he wont tell you

merc n mead
- remove the boots from mansoon
- remove the bracers from mansoon
- convo mercenary talk - 'dont be afraid mr funny' in part after merris return dumps out after mr funny - blade between your ribs line
- slut talk - maybe remove random and make bark string? or add a few more random lines - they dont seem very random
- virania convo - 2nd meet - 'as do i' dumps out
- mansoon a touch too tough - drop him back 1 level to level 13
- mansoon convo - 'change staging base' to 'a staging base'
- new barkstring conditional for successful return from krytpglade quest - ' i heard you chased out the bandits and slavers'
12a - put a convo on sarlin daggerblade about his vicious killing sprees.
12b - beef up the convo with the freaky hair merc
13 - put another random merc in one of the rooms, maybe the crafting room.
14 - maybe put a 2nd thief in merc n mead backroom - make him a tough mage. if i do, make sure we change the nerflin convo to say 'thieves dead on your floor'


Merris Level1 -
both sorceres drop quarterstaffs - remove
naeferti drops icy blade - remove
chest - has a dagger-remove



MerrisBase - TOO MUCH LOOT!!!!!
1st group barkstring doesnt work - set a speakstring delaycommand
2nd doorway - giant duergar - starts off 'badly wounded'
area description - merris..base1
watch commander - make finisher undroppable, and give him a plain dagger as a droppable for dagger#2
elite guard with watch commander - make everything undroppable except for the shield
I can now run through the right side of the jail door
-group after portal - didnt see a barkstring. Also - remove the Adamantine Full Plate as droppable. Only leave helmet and scimitar
- 2nd group after portal - priest says 'i will enjoy watching you die' late - check it
- remove dwaf armor weapon and everything. give him a junk weapon to carry. remove staff of defense from mage

- chests all break - fixem
- trigger at journal chest - its firing 3x - change it!!!! - 1 on enter for pc only - but allow multiuse

Red Temple
up ophelia hp by 15
up incorius by 10?
- book on table - make default use EXAMINE




Magic Emporium 
They are badly wounded
- his convo - "I am indeed a red wizard" - lip flappers are like 5 seconds - make them 12 - on all his long lines
- make bellio, krispor, and sophocle unbumpable


Private Home
- take 2 monks belts off the monks - make them undroppable
- vixens - make chest have 100hp
- remove some more loot from them
- vixens - check deathstring - make sure convo isnt firing too soon - check variable count
- chests breajk

Boroldi family meeting hall
- boroldi family meeting - 1st room - family champion is an elf - change him to human. same with one of the mages whos not the family mage

- boroldi family meeting - make sure chests have lots of hp - they are getting destroyed
- too much loot dropped by first group - ditch the axe and maybe the armor
- 2nd floor - put in another mage; put a potion critical wounds on him
- 2nd floor - make all armors on guys undroppable, but give a pair of boots as loot
- 3rd floor - give the elder mage a potion heal
- 3rd floor - chest breaks
- 1st floor - am i getting a stonefire axe? remove it - there is one in the kryptgarden

Monks
- Monks - remove the  FISTS OF BALANCE - too strong - from monk home. Put in a custom set of something instead - kai monk gloves or something
- have not trigger a jouiral entry or a variable so i can ask mansoon about it


Homebase -
-wand of magic missiles is not equippable into a quickslot. remove it (or does this wand get found in merris house? not sure)(

Temple of Tyr 
Benelax - doesnt help in battle anymore - new bug in 1.06

Bitchbrew 
Vasks eyes dont turn off after 'we will meet again. be sure of it'
- convo with valleroy - after completing mission - send him to the exit
- convo with valleroy - after completing and talling with him, change 'I heard from lt mumphreys that you completed the mission to 'congratulations on your success with the mission.'


Sage Entry
1st group past frolg - say nothing. Have them say 'the Ogre has betrayed us! The interlopers are here!'
thayan night blackmail still pickable - ditch
ditch shield too
- put amulet of major fire resistance on one of the red wizards

2nd room - big dining room - no combat convos fired here

Sage Main
1st group - thayan knight has droppable blackmail; add wizard to 1st group
- ortufon convo - make the lip flappers longer by 1 or 2 sec each
- barbed devils that get warped in - they have bladeling descriptions
- line 'damn you ortofun you wont escape me - the camers is in the basement - why?
- put an amulet of fire resistance on 1 of the summoned red wizards
- take droppable armor off of brutalizer

- 2nd room - annoying looping sound near stairs.loops and loops and loops
- remove the umber hulk armor droppable
- remove all the weapon droppables there
- one of the knights has blackmail droppable

-vampire champion - I think her summon undead is crashing the game. remove her special abilities that can cause issues.

- thayan knight around bend - one of them doesnt use his sword -

Give Enemy Mages some protections against fire spells - maybe a prot elements? or a resistance?

- gnomes with tempter are now giants
- challenge rating of hellfire warrior - its 'easy'
- other bone devils in that area - some are 'effortless'
- chest in that area - remove the shortbow
- the wand of lightning that we find somewhere - has zero charges



V1.14 - July2 - r ju2c4

Polish Fixes
- 2 fighters in kryptgarden didnt have weapons
- did rebake of sage tower main




V1.15 - July8 - rju8a1
1 - last invulnerable bandit fixed

Polish Fixes


V1.16 - July 20 ju20a6
Criticals - none

Polish Fixes
1 - changed Bitch;s Brew scripts
2 - added variable tracking for part2
3 - fixed 2 typos
4 - added option at end not to rat out Vask
5 - fixed Dispater's laugh
6- typos and placeable names changed by chet
7 - added failsaife in merris basement for cutscene trigger
8 - added ability for player to re-enter merris without hellscene firing


V1.17 - July 31 ju31a3
Criticals - none

Polish Fixes
1 - fixed some trees that looked iffy in the kryptgarden
2 - fixed a convo node with millius that dumped too soon

